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S Ime continuity properties of the averaging projection ,7’ onto the set of Hankel 
mat :ices are investigated. It is proved that this projection is of weak type (1, I ) 
whi:h means that for any nuclear operator T the s-numbers of .bT satisfy 
s,(. U’) 6 const(n + I). As a consequence it is obtained that 9 maps the Matsaev 
idetl G,= [Tzx n.,O s,(T)(Zn + l)-’ < 03 ) into the set of compact operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For ,t bounded function cp on the unit circle T = {(: l<l = 1) the Hunkel 
operato* H, on the Hardy class Hz is defined by 
HJ= p -vJ fEH2, 
where 1’ _ is the orthogonal projection from L2 onto HZ_ = L2 0 HZ. The 
functiotI a, is called a symbol of HO. The operators in question play an 
important role in moment problems, in the theory of orthogonal polynomials, 
in the ‘heory of interpolation by analytic functions, in stationary random 
process :s, in rational approximation and in many other questions (cf. [ 1, 9, 
13, 16-18, 201). It turns out that the investigation of metric properties of the 
Hankel operators (i.e., the investigation of the dependence between the speed 
of decrc,asing of their singular numbers and the smoothness of their symbols) 
is of great importance in many problems of mathematical analysis and its 
applications (cf. [13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 211). 
This paper is devoted to one of such questions. Namely, we continue the 
investigation of metric properties of the averaging projection onto the set of 
Hankel matrices, started in author’s papers [ 12, 13 1. To be more precise we 
mean t re properties of continuity of this projection in different ideals of 
operators on Hilbert space. We show in this paper that the averaging 
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projection is of weak type (I, 1) and maps the Matsaev ideal into the set of 
compact operators. 
The Hankel operator H, has the matrix representation (@(n - k)}n,k>O 
with respect to the bases {z”),>,, in H2 and (i},,, in H?. Sometimes 
instead of the operators H, it is more convenient o consider the operators 
r, on the space I2 defined by the matrix 
@(n + k)l,,k>O 
with respect o the standard orthonormal basis (en},,>,, of 1’. Such operators 
are called Hankel operators as well. 
The averaging projection 9 onto the set of Hankel operators is defined by 
nfk 
(saTe,v ek)= c (Tej, e,+&j)(n + k + l), 
j=O 
T E 9(f2) 
(.53(f’) is the space of bounded operators on I’). 
Before we state the main results we introduce the following notions: 
Let T be a compact operator on a Hilbert space 2. Its s-numbers 
b”(T>~“,O are defined by 
s,(T) = inf(l] T-K]]: rank K < n). 
The operator T admits the Schmidt expansion 
TX = c 5tmwn)& 
n>O 
for some orthonormal sequences {f, },, > o and { g,}n>O in 3. 
The operator T is said to belong to the Schatten-von Neumann ideal 
G,, 0 <p < co, if 
The ideal of all compact operators is denoted by 6,. If p > 1, the class G, 
is a Banach space endowed with the norm (] TjIG, = (Enho (s,(T))~)“~. We 
refer the reader to [4] for basic properties of s-numbers of operators and of 
6, classes. 
The Schatten-Lorentz class G,, , O<p<oo, O<q<oo, consists by 
definition of the operators T satisfying 
C (s,(T))q(l + n)q’p-l < CO, 
n>O 
nlf s,(T)(l + nYP < Oo9 q= co. 
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An operator J defined on the space of operators on a Hilbert space is 
called OF weak type (p, q) if c($G, c G,,. 
It is l~oved in author’s papers [ 12, 131 that the averaging projection 9 is 
bounder on 6, for 1 < p < co and unbounded on G i and G, . 
The f3llowing assertion is the main result of the paper. 
THEOREM 1. The averaging projection 3 is of weak type (1, 1). 
The deal G,, is not a Banach space and the smallest Banach ideal 
containing G 1 o. is the ideal 6, defined by 
This ideal is the isometrically dual ideal to the Mztsaev ideal 6, 
consisti rg of the operators T satisfying 
II%,= c sktn& < O”* 
k>O 
The duality between G, and G, is given by the bilinear form 
(T, R) = trace TR, TEG,,REG,. 
Recall also that Gz = 6, with respect to the same duality. Note that the 
Matsael, ideal G, plays an important role in many questions of operator 
theory 1 pertubation theory, invariant subspaces). 
The following assertion obviously follows from Theorem 1. 
CORClLLARY 9'G,cGa. 
Frotr this it is easy to obtain the following sufficient condition on the 
operato. T for the operator 9T to be bounded (and compact). 
THECREM 2. YG,cG,. 
Note that the natural projection onto the set of upper-triangular matrices 
satisfies the same properties: it is bounded on G,, 1 < p < CO, is of weak 
type (1: 1) and maps 6, into the set of compact operators (cf. [5]). 
The ;xoofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are given in Section 3. In Section 2 we 
give some basic results on Hankel operators needed in the sequel. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we formulate the description of Hankel operators of the 
classes 6, and 6,, in terms of their symbols. 
Recall that the Besov class Bjlp of functions analytic in the unit disc 
ID = (c: 1 [I < 1 } consists of the functions f satisfying 
I D If’“‘(C)l”U - Iw”p-2 dm2(4l < WY 
where n is a positive integer, n > l/p, m2 is the planar Lebesgue measure. 
The definition does not depend on the choice of n. 
THEOREM A. Let p be a function analytic in D, 0 <p ( 00. Then 
r,EGpifandonZyify,EB~‘P. 
For p > 1 the theorem was proved by the author [ 1 l-131. (Different 
proofs were given by Coifman and Rochberg [3 ] for p = 1, by Rochberg 
[ 191 and Peetre and Svensson [lo] for 1 < p < 00.) In the case p < 1 the 
implication 9 E BLlp 3 r, E 6, was obtained by the author [ 131 (an alter- 
native proof was proposed by Rochberg [ 191) while the converse 
l-, E G, =s 9 E B-j” was proved by Semmes [21] and by the author [ 15, 161 
in quite different ways. Recall that Hartman’s theorem [8 ] yields the 
following criterion for the Hankel operators: 
r, E 6, e 3fE C(T): 9 = C f(n) z”. 
n>o 
To state the description of BP, Hankel operators we need the definition of 
the classes Gj$’ in whose terms the description will be given. 
Letfbe a function defined in the disc ID or outside the disc clos ID. Denote 
by f* a maximal function defined by 
f*(r) = 
,.~-i%w2 If @)‘- 
where p(c) ‘% ( 1 - 11;ll. 
A function 9 analytic in ID is said to belong to the class G$‘, 0 < p < 00, 
0 < q < ao, if there exists a function f in the annulus ( 1 < 161 < 2) such that 
and the function pf* belongs to the Lorentz space Lp-q(,u), where 
440 = @(CN-’ dm,(O 
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THECIREM B. Let IJJ be a function analytic in ID, 0 <p < co, 0 < q Q 00. 
Then 
This description was obtained in author’s paper [ 161. Using interpolation 
methods this criterion was deduced there from Theorem A and Dyn’kin’s 
descrip:ion of Besov classes in terms of the Green’s potentials [6, 71. Note 
that in the case p > 1 the condition pf* E Lp*q~) can be replaced by 
pf E LJ*yu). 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In tl is section making use of the theorems tated in Section 2 we give the 
proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 stated in Section 1. In the proof of Theorem 1 
we shall use the following assertion. 
LEMVIA 1. Let f E H’. Then 
j”, (j: ((f ‘)* (reie>)‘(l - 4 dr) “* 49 
For the proof of the lemma we need a characterization of H’ in terms of 
the zuea integral (Lusin function). For 0 < 6 < 1 denote by n,(e), 
--II ( k < II, the convex hull of the disc {lz] < S} and the point eie. For a 
function f analytic in ID put 
Then 
f E H’ * j’ I&f )(@I de < 00 -n 
(see [Z I). Actually we shall use only the implication 
(1) 
f---l= l(s,f)(B)(dB< 00. 
-7r 
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Proof of Lemma 1. Put 6 = ). Clearly in view of (1) it is sufficient to 
show that 
(j: ((f’)*(re’“))‘(l - r) dr) “* 
< const (I, 
6 
(e, If’W ~m2(i))“2 
for any 19 in l-n, x]. To fix the ideas put B = 0. Let R = n,(O). Consider the 
set 
E, = u 
I 
rE~:lr-rl< 
l-r{ 
,-2-“(r<,-2-,n+l, 
2 I. 
By definition of the maximal function f* we have 
(f’>*(r) < gj) If’K)I~ 1 - 2-“( r( 1 - 2-(“+I). 
n 
Put now 
9”” = {[E R: 2-(“t2) < 1 - Re [< 2-(“-I)}, n> 1. 
Clearly 
E,c {[E Q,,,(O): 2-“‘+” < 1 - Re [< 2-” + 2-(“+“}, n> 1. 
It follows by the mean value theorem that for A E E,, n > 1, the following 
inequality holds 
lf’(A)12 < const 22” 
I R(“) If’K)l* dm2(0 
Therefore 
.,-2-,“+I, 
==s 
J “‘r0 1-2-n (Cf’)*W2(1 - 4 dr 
< const s 2-” . 2-” . 22” . 
n>1 1 
n,~, If’(C) I2 dm2(C) 
< cona I n If’K)l* dm,(C). I 
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Prooj ’ of Theorem 1. Let T E G, . It is well known and easy to see that 
9T is t Hankel operator whose symbol has an H’ derivative. Indeed it is 
sufficier t to prove this assertion for rank one operators T. (In the general 
case we can consider the Schmidt expansion of T and apply this assertion to 
each sulnmand.) So let T= (.,f)g, wheref= (f,,Jn>,,, g= ( g,}n.+O E I*. Put 
F = C, dn z”, G = CnrO g,,z* E HZ. Then H = FG E H’ and clearly 
.bT= I, with a, = Cn>o (l/(n + 1)) A(n). Therefore o’ E H’. 
Thus it remains to prove that 
or equiv alently 
(cf. The’ )rem B). 
Choose a nonnegative ?-function u on [ 1, 21 satisfying ~1 [1, $1 = 1, 
u ] [ 3,2] E 0 and define a function w in the annulus { 1 < ) <] < 2 } by 
w=#(I ) P 7 +(P a z ( (‘) /@(z-J)). 
By Green’s formula cp = Gw and 
y(z) = -$I” (;)(z+ 
if 1 <](I<$. 
Let IS check that pw* E LLVm@), w h ere as in Section 2 dp = p-*dm,, 
p(c)= II:I - 1. This will imply that YE G:,. 
It is c:asy to see that in view of Lemma 1 the following inequality holds 
If2 
&(re’“)(r - 1))’ dr dB 
< CoWlI 9 lb + Iv(W 
To sho\q that this inequality implies that pva E L’*“O(,u) we make use of the 
followir g assertion. 
LEMNA 2. Let h be a measurable function on [ 1,2] and let 
B,=(xE[1,2]:(x-l)]h(x)(>a),o>O. Then 
1 B, (l;lh(x)l*(x- 1)-‘dx)“‘. 
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Note that a similar inequality was used in author’s paper [ 131 to obtain the 
description of the Hankel operators of the class 6, with 1 <p < co. 
Proof of Lemma 2. It is evident that 
j: Ih(x)lZ(X - 1))’ dx a !” lh(?c)l’(X - 1))’ dx 
. Be 
Therefore it remains to prove that for any measurable set B in [ 1, 21 the 
following inequality holds 
1 dx B (x- 1) 2 < const (2) 
Let us transform the interval [ 1,2) onto the half-axis [ 1, co) using the 
change of variables s = l/(x - 1). Clearly inequality (2) is equivalent o the 
following one: 
J ds < const C 
for any measurable subset C of [ 1, co). Obviously 
jcsds > ,:‘” sds = $((a + 1)’ - l), 
where a = I, sds is the Lebesgue measure of C. Hence 
Let us finish the proof of Theorem 1. Put 
Bbe’ = (r E [ 1,2]: w*(re’“)(r - 1) > a), 
~~={r:1<lrl~22,u/*(c;)(lrl-1)>(5}. 
Clearly by Lemma 2 
I/2 
&(reie)(r - 1))’ dr df9. 
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But this just means that pw* E L’*“@). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let T be an operator on 1’ whose matrix entries 
vanish except for a finite number and let I? E G, . Then 
I~~~~~I=l~T,~~~l~II~ll,~~ II ‘Rll,n 
(Cf. Set tion 1). It follows from the Corollary to Theorem 1 (see Section 1) 
that 
IPTR)l ~conWIlc; II%,. 
Therefo,e (I 9TII < const 11 TI(, . Clearly 9T is of finite rank. The result 
follows now from the fact thatwthe set of such 7% is dense in 6,. 1 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 2 we have used the description of 6, 
Hankel operators with p < 1. 
Nofe a,lded in prooJ: Theorems 1 a;$2 can be improved. Namely. it can be proved that 
.%,cG,,, .BC,,,cG,, where 6,,,, = (T:r”>, ,, s*(T)(Zn + I)-’ < co}. These results are 
the best Iossible as the following assertions claim. If (s.},,>~ is a nonincreasing sequence of 
positive r umbers such that Enho s,!,(2n + 1))’ = 00, then there exists an operator T on I’ 
satisfying s,(T) = s,, n > 0, and such that PT is unbounded. It also can be proved that if 
9 < 2, theI.%, &6,,. As an application it can be shown that the class of Hankel operators 
whose sy nbols have an H’ derivative cannot be described in terms of their s-numbers, i.e., 
there exist two functions f, ,fi such that s,(T,,) < sn(rfl), n > 0, f; E H’ but fi & H’. The 
proofs wi I be published subsequently. 
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